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Points in this presentation 

 - brief critical survey of non mainstream interpretations 
(advanced by Post-keynesians, Kaleckians and 
Sraffians) of the changes in (functional) income 
distribution (internal consistency, empirical evidence) 

 
- Consistency with and implications for the ‘classical’ 

sraffian analysis of distribution of these interpretations 
 

- Descriptive use of US data:  
 

- Do real interest rate and profit rate move in step? 
 

- Does wage bargaining and money wage growth matter? 
 
 



The decline in the wage share in the last 30 years is common to all 
major industrial countries 

Figura 1. Adjusted wage share as a % of GDP at factor costs 
(ameco database)
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Figure 2. Ratio of net capital stock to GDP
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Its interpretation is a challenge for economic analysis 

• Main stream economic theories encounters difficulties 
which are rooted in the principle of (“well behaved”) 
factor substitution: 

• A fall in wages is expected to cause an increase in the 
ratio L/Y and L/K – and hence the wage share should 
turn out to be rather stable over time. 
 

• Interpretations suggested within the main-stream: 
• Labour saving technical progress 
• Neoclassical theory of international trade: supply of 

unskilled labour from emerging economies changes 
relative price of skilled vz unskilled 

• Both encounter empirical problems. 
 



The classical alternative 

• The classical approach to income distribution has clear 
advantages in the greater flexibility of the analysis: 
 

• No a priori association between changes in distribution and 
L/Y; 
 

• Relative independence of employment and unemployment 
trends from distribution (employment determined by effective 
demand in the long run) 
 

• Hence, in principle, a change in wages caused by, for example, 
institutional changes, can affect significantly the wage share. 



Different streams in classical theory of distribution 
• We can summarize the different views advanced within 

nonmainstream approaches starting from the classical relative 
price system: 
 

• P = PA (1+ i) + PA ρ + lw 
 

• Where P is the relative price vector expressed in terms of a 
numeraire, A is the matrix of the production coefficients, i is 
the interest rate (in terms of the numeraire), l is the labour 
inputs vector, w is the real wage and finally  ρ is a diagonal 
matrix expressing the rate of profits of enterprise or business 
profit that remunerate risk and illiquidity associated to 
productive activity (and may be regarded also as comprising 
managers remuneration, which is not however proportional to 
capital, and monopoly extra profits) 
 



Different “closures” 
 • The Cambridge equation: total profitability r = (i+ρ) is 

determined by : G=sp r  where G, the rate of growth, is the 
independent variable (see criticisms by Garegnani, 1992, and others) 
 

• The division of product is determined by bargaining power 
and social relations. These may act : 
– Primarily on the real wage, determining the rate of profit residually (so 

that the interest rate, in the long run, will be regulated by the rate of 
profit: Ricardo and other classical economists. 
 

– Primarily on the interest rate determined by the Central Bank - with 
given ρ − so that the real wage is residually determined (mechanism: 
change in nominal price level with respect to nominal wage: hint by 
Sraffa, 1960; Pivetti 1991 and other contemporary economists, also 
Kaleckians and post-Keynesians) 
 

– On the real wage and interest rate. These are independently determined 
while profit of enterprise is the residually determined variable (Marx?) 
 

 
 



• Garegnani, 1983, p. 63: 
“The policy of the monetary authority is not conducted in a vacuum, and 

the movement of prices and of the money wages determined in the 
wage bargaining will be amongst the most important considerations in 
the formulation of that policy” 

 

• Also: while a once for all increase in nominal wages would have –with 
a lag – a permanent effect on the price level, with no consequences for 
the real interest rate, a continuous increase in nominal wages would 
cause price inflation and affect the real interest rate (see Stirati, 2001, 
for a formal analysis). The causation between the interest rate and real 
wages therefore cannot be conceived too mechanically, and the 
direction of causation may actually differ according to circumstances. 



Globalization and financialization as explanations of 
the changes in distribution in the US 

• (However Krugman, 2007: mainly domestic institutional 
change; similarly Pollin, 2003; Glyn, 2006) 
 

• Globalization:  
 

• increased world competition in product and labour markets  
unemployment and/or threat of job loss. 
 

• Its effect appear to act primarily on the wage bargaining: 
Greenspan’s traumatized workers in the 1990s 
 
 
 



Financialization:  
 Very much quoted in the literature; some econometric support, but analytical 

foundations are not very clear: 
• 1. Increase in interest rate  mark-up (but only until 2000) 
• 2. Increased earnings in the form of capital gains do not affect income 

distribution 
• 3. Increased wealth (capital gains) collateral for credit and higher 

propensity to consume: no effects on income distribution if output is 
‘elastic’ in the long run 

• 4. High earnings of individual managers (capital gains) changed social 
norms about income distribution (but can this be viewed as independent 
from wage bargaining? As cause rather than consequence?) 

• 5. High returns in financial and real estate markets changed the 
benchmark for minimum profit rate 

• 6. Change in orientation of firms governance: short-termism and share-
holders value (not clear how this affects income distribution rather than the 
USE made of profits) 

• 7. Increased monopoly profits in the financial sector: but not the case in US 
data. 
 



Some empirical evidence about the US 
 

• Two questions: 
 

• Did interest rate and profit rate move together? 
 

• Is interest rate policy the main independent force in 
determining the changes in distribution? 
 
– Does money wage inflation matter for changes in real wages? 

 
– What are the general conditions in the labour market and 

institutional changes affecting the bargaining position of the 
workers 



The US experience 



 



Net operating surplus over net capital stock 
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• The increase in the net operating surplus as a % on 
capital stock between the early 1980s and 1995-97 is 
consistent with a gradual adjustment of profitability to the 
increased average real interest rate between the 1970s 
and 1990s (the former increases less than the latter, but 
the figure do not reveal the increase in top managerial 
incomes). 
 

• Since 2000 however the paths diverge: the real interest 
rate falls and then stabilizes at historically very low 
values while the wage share continues falling and 
returns on capital increasing. 



• The last decade may reflect an independent increase in 
normal profits of enterprise (owing to financialization?)  
 

• Or alternatively it may imply 
• That Marx was right, and both real wage and interest 

rate may vary (at least for some length of time) 
independently of one another with, in this case, profits of 
enterprise increasing thanks to labour weakness and low 
interest rate policy. But: why competition did not lead to 
downward price adjustment? 
 

• Yet it was perhaps just a phase – and might have had a 
role in speculation burst: interest rate too low with 
respect to profitability an incentive to buying assets 
rising prices and self reinforcing “bubbles” 
(Greenspan’s rather explicit aim to sustain financial 
markets). 



Do money wages matter? 



• Even with regard with the high interest rate phase, there may 
be indications that the interest rate policy was not totally 
independent of labour market and bargaining conditions 
 

• Volker’s policy had been preceeded by a reaction of firms to 
the decline in profitability leading to de-localization and 
“union avoidance”, an increase in unemployment rates begun 
in 1970, and a reversal of the trend for the real wages of 
production workers.  



Adjusted wage share in the US - Total economy 1960-2010
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Unemployment rate - US total
( EUROSTAT definition)
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• All in all, I believe that economic, labour market and 
institutional factors acting directly on workers’ bargaining 
position remain very important in determining the actual path 
of income distribution – so that the view held by the classics 
and Marx that the real wage is the independently determined 
variable should not, i think, be regarded as obsolete (empirical 
work on some european countries also suggests this). 
 

• Thus, Garegnani’s caution on the direction of causality and 
the emphasis on the role of specific historical circumstances 
would appear correct. 
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